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Creative Credentials

Project leads

Natasha Roe
Communications
strategist
Natasha is a Liveryman with the Worshipful Company
of Management Consultants and has an MSc in
charity fundraising and marketing from Cass Business
School (with distinction). She also holds the Institute
of Fundraising’s Professional Diploma in Fundraising
Management, is on the board of the Chartered Institute
of Marketing’s Charity Group and a trustee for Multi-Story
Orchestra.
Natasha has worked with a wide range of UK charities and
international NGOs from some of the sector’s largest
organisations like The National Autistic Society through
to community grassroots groups such as the Community
Hub in Haringey. She works across marketing, fundraising
and branding disciplines.
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Helen Holden
Design and Identity
Creative lead
Helen has 20 years of brand experience working with
London’s leading charity branding agencies, including
the Good Agency and Forster Communications, for
businesses, charities, government initiatives and central
government departments. In the voluntary and notfor-profit sectors, she has created engaging brand
led communications, campaigning for social equality,
environmental awareness and behaviour change
strategies. She has worked with some of the sector’s
largest brands as well as smaller organisations providing
frontline services.
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Previous logo:

Rebrand and organisation name change

Equally Ours
The Equality and Diversity Forum – the influential national network
of organisations and only UK-wide pan-equality organisation – is
rebranding and changing its name to Equally Ours. Equally Ours
brings together people and organisations working across equality,
human rights and social justice to make a reality of these in
everyone’s lives.
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Through their members and networks, they join up research,
policy and communications to shift public opinion in positive and
powerful ways. Equally Ours has a huge and important vision,
and they needed a bold and confident identity that would help
them achieve it. This brand represents strength and unity and will
provide a much needed opportunity to build visual momentum
with inclusion at its core. It’s an exciting shift with great potential
and the important prosocial representation taking shape along
side this new coat of confidence.
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Equally Ours brand elements

Pantone 178

Bw Modelica bold Condensed
Bw Modelica Regular Condensed

C0 M70 Y58 K0
R255 G88 B93
HTML FF585D

Pantone 2088
C58 M60 Y0 K0
R130 G93 B199
HTML 825DC7

Pantone 2143
C77 M34 Y0 K0
R62 G135 B203
HTML 3E87CB

RED PENCIL

Pantone 136
C0 M28 Y87 K0
R255 G191 B63
HTML FFBF3F

Pantone Black 6
C100 M79 Y44 K93
R16 G24 B32
HTML 101820

Equally Ours brings together
people and organisations working
across equality, human rights and
social justice to make a reality of
these in everyone’s lives.
We join up research, policy and
communications to shift public
opinion and policy in positive and
powerful ways.
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Equally Ours brand elements
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Equally Ours brand elements

19:33

Company

Equally Ours
@EquallyOurs

Equally Ours is a UK charity that brings together
people and organisations working across equality,
human rights and social justice @EquallyOurs
equallyours.org.uk

Equally Ours @E.... 18/11/18
Que cus, quis eum rem faciis inus ma
dolent volorem distiumquati odiaes etur,
optatempore, volorep ellatia voluptatur
reptatur? Inimust, sit, aut labo. Neque
voloreh endaecture dolupta tistius inciisit
estione moditae nita eos rae. Arci blam
et unt. #Harcimpor #Samacererspid
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Equally Ours brand guidelines
Introducing our
visual identity
Equally Ours brings together people and
organisations working across equality, human
rights and social justice to make a reality of
these in everyone’s lives.

A logo is the face of a brand
– it’s how people recognise
you. Ours is vibrant and
confident, and represents
collaboration and inclusivity.

Exclusion zone
There’s always a clear area
around our logo. This is
equivalent to the height
of the O and Q, which is
roughly the same height
as two lines of 12pt Tahoma
text, with line spacing of
1.15 lines.

Exclusion zone

Minimum size
The minimum width of the
logo is 30mm, or 113 pixels,
to make sure the strapline
is legible.

Minimum size

There is a range of templates
available with the logo in situ.
If you do need to create your
own communication, always
hold down the shift key on
your keyboard when resizing
the logo to avoid distorting
its shape.

These guidelines will help you to use our visual
identity accurately and consistently across all
communications. Use them alongside our tone
of voice guide.

How to use our
visual identity

Our logo

There are two versions of the
logo: one with the strapline
and one without. Where
possible, it always sits at
the top left-hand side of a
communication.

Our simple, vibrant and distinctive visual identity
expresses our core purpose: to create a just and
inclusive society where we can all contribute
and flourish.

Guidelines 2019

Our logo

Our colour palette reflects
the confidence, positivity,
warmth and humanity of
our organisation.
Our primary colour should
always be the dominant
colour, supported by the
secondary palette. Pantone
Black 6 is the standard colour
for body copy.

Our typeface

Primary colour
Pantone 178

C0 M70 Y58 K0
R255 G88 B93
HTML FF585D

60
20

Secondary
Pantone 2088

Pantone 2143

C58 M60 Y0 K0
R130 G93 B199
HTML 825DC7

C77 M34 Y0 K0
R62 G135 B203
HTML 3E87CB

Pantone 136
C0 M28 Y87 K0
R255 G191 B63
HTML FFBF3F

Tints
We can use tint values of
80/60/40% for additional
contrast.

Bw Modelica bold
Condensed

Tahoma
Regular

Tahoma is our typeface
for internal use – for Word,
PowerPoint and email
– and for our website.

Agnis rn et essitaqui tem
ressit vent rn apiducium
quidis nosae. Xercimus
necus nonserovid etur sed.

Agnis rn et essitaqui tem
ressit vent rn apiducium
quidis nosae. Xercimus
necus nonserovid etur sed.

Bw Modelica Regular
Condensed

Tahoma
Bold

Agnis rn et essitaqui tem
ressit vent rn apiducium
quidis nosae. Xercimus
necus nonserovid etur sed.

Agnis rn et essitaqui tem
ressit vent rn apiducium
quidis nosae. Xercimus
necus nonserovid.

Size
The minimum type size for
main body copy is 12pt (with
14pt leading/1.15 line spacing).

80
40

We can use the yellow for
the graphic motif and blocks
of colour but not for text (or
as a background for white
text) because that wouldn’t
be accessible.

Modelica is our typeface for
all professionally designed
communications.

Text alignment
Align all type – both
headlines and body copy
– to the left.

Pantone Black 6
C100 M79 Y44 K93
R16 G24 B32
HTML 101820
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Applying
our brand in
PowerPoint
We have created template
slides to use – shown here.
Use these to guide your
approach to creating
additional slides.

Equally Ours brings together
people and organisations
working across equality,
human rights and social justice
to make a reality of these in
everyone’s lives.

Communications
for change
breakfast brieﬁng

When printing handouts,
always print one slide per
page to make sure they’re
accessible.

We’re collaborative. We welcome the
experiences and views of everyone, and
ﬁnd common ground. This collective and
cohesive voice is our greatest strength.

Introductions

We’re conﬁdent. Our shared purpose,
experience and expertise give us the
conﬁdence to do what we set out to do.

OUR POLICY WORK

OUR RESEARCH

The way that many of us have been
communicating and campaigning
for a very long time is not leading
to the shifts in public opinion and
policy that it needs to.

Photography

Our graphic motif is the
connected O and Q from
our logo. It’s a simple and
effective communications
tool to use when imagery
isn’t relevant or possible.
Using it also helps to
build and reinforce brand
recognition.

As a general guide, our
photography should
communicate warmth,
positivity and diversity.
We use a mixture of abstract
and people photography,
depending on the format
and purpose of the
communication. A small
selection of images are
available for use.
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Applying our
brand across
social media
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Applying our
brand in print

GET INVOLVED

Our social media cover
photos make use of our most
colourful images to catch the
eye, and our avatar continues
the use of our motif to
enforce brand recognition.

Here are some examples of
how the brand comes to life
across report covers.
Profile image

Equality and
human rights
for us all

A closer look at
discrimination
and injustice in
the UK

Equality and
human rights
for us all

Facebook and Twitter
header banners

INSIGHTS 2019

A closer look at inequality,
discrimination and
injustice in the UK

Equality and
human rights
for us all

1500 x 500 pixels

Equality and
human rights
for us all

Shifting public opinion and policy in
positive and powerful ways

Use these as a design guide.
Report templates in Word
are available.

820 x 310 pixels

Our in-feed graphics
always include our logo
(sans strapline), and where
possible make use of our
motif for continuity with
our website.

Our hero image always
allows space on the left hand
side to overlay header text,
e.g. our strapline or a call
to action.

We’re informed. We draw on research
and the expertise and experience of our
networks to understand what’s getting in
the way of progress and to ﬁnd solutions.
We’re progressive. We work across lines
to explore new ground and address difﬁcult
issues. Everything we do is about creating a
just and inclusive society.

OUR COMMUICATIONS

Our website banners
make use of our imagery,
showing a diverse range of
people where possible. The
homepage of our website
makes strong use of our
brand colour, and always
includes our motif on the
right.

Through our members and
networks, we join up research,
policy and communications to shift
public opinion and policy in positive
and powerful ways.

Funded by:

ABOUT US
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Our graphic motif

We have created a series
of expressions for this
motif, which we can use in
multiple or singular forms
over imagery, with imagery,
in tints and on solid colours.
See pages XX for examples
of its use in application.

BECOME A MEMBER

HOME

A3 - Logo width 78mm
A4 - Logo width 68mm
A5 - Logo width 58mm
DL - Logo width 58mm

3
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Applying our
brand to the
website

About us

Standard paper formats

30mm (or 113 pixels)
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Our colours

Equality and
human rights
for us all

Step change on
Brexit what does it
really mean

Equality and
human rights
for us all

Shifting public opinion and policy in
positive and powerful ways

Equality and
human rights
for us all

A closer look at
inequality, discrimination
and injustice in the UK

Why today
Strategic communications has
something distinctive and very
powerful to offer in helping us
achieve those shifts.
For a new approach to work, it
needs to be embraced by and
embedded across organisations
and the sector as a whole.

We are shifting
public opinion
and policy

20%
Udandeles sed ma quis ra
velibus apicia sitaepeliam
nite de exeratin con exeris
eatinvel in eaquid.

Get involved today
equallyours.org.uk
1200 x 1200 pixels

For more
information
Udandeles sed ma
quis ra velibus apicia
sitaepeliam
nite de exeratin con
exeris eatinvel in
equallyours.org.
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Facebook and Twitter in-feed graphics

Web browser, taskbar
and desktop icons
9

Get involved today
equallyours.org.uk
1024 x 512 pixels
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Brand creation

Caring Together
Carers Trust Cambridgeshire, Peterborough,
Norfolk needed a rebrand following a long history
of merger that had resulted in a long and confusing
identity. While remaining a charity to support carers,
Carers Trust CPN was growing their portfolio of
commissioned homecare and community-based
services and the new strategy placed a greater
emphasis on advocacy. Therefore the rebrand
needed to straddle both carers and care services. We
chose Caring Together to encompass both carers
and caring services and in response to a key theme
that emerged during the consultation. The strapline
speaks boldly to the impact that the charity wishes
to achieve for carers and those they care for. We
wanted to balance this new positioning with tangible
links to the charity’s history, so we have used a similar
colour palette but updated them to help materials
stand out from other carers’ organisations.

RED PENCIL
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Rebrand

Epilepsy Research UK
The organisation has been challenged for a long time by a brand unable
to represent its ambitions. By recognising the loyalty and commitment
of their supporters who raise awareness of their work and generously
provide their only source of income, it was integral that ERUK created

RED PENCIL

greater impact to continue to drive and enable life changing life saving
research. ERUK are leaders in epilepsy research in the UK. They only
focus on research and it was vital that the brand boldly and confidently
conveyed this. The rebrand has been scheduled to phase into
production between May and September 2019 to include further work
around their five year implementation plan and a fund-raising campaign
to increase investment in this critically underfunded area of research.
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19:33

Company

Search

Direct

Your story

Friend

Friend

Friend

Write something...

Live

Photo

I’m here

Epilepsy Research UK
Today at 19:33

Support us today: www.epilepsyresearch.org.uk
See translation

3.675 2.475 commnets
Like

1.928 sharings

Comment

Share
4
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Thank you for your time.

